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Abstract. Theoretical period-luminosity and period-luminosity-colour-
metallicity relations are used to give distance estimates for the globular 
cluster M55 from detailed data for 24 SX Phoenicis variables published 
recently by Pych et al. (2001). With accurate determinations of effec
tive temperatures for the SX Phe stars application of period-luminosity-
colour-metallicity relations will lead to improved distances and more se
cure mode identifications. 

Very recently Pych et al. (2001, in the following P01) presented detailed 
CCD photometry of 24 SX Phoenicis variables in the globular cluster M55 and 
estimated the apparent distance modulus of M55 to be (m — M)v — 13.86 ± 
0.25 mag. Petersen & Christensen-Dalsgaard (1999, PCD99) used theoretical 
stellar evolution sequences with simultaneous pulsation calculations to derive 
period-luminosity relations (PLR in the following) and period-luminosity-colour-
metallicity relations (PLCZR) for Population I chemical compositions. Here 
we use similar PLR and PLCZR derived for Population II compositions, in 
combination with the P01 data for M55, to determine new distance estimates. 

To represent the Pop. II SX Phe variables, we select 309 individual mod
els located within the instability strip from 21 theoretical stellar evolution se
quences with metal contents in the range Z = 0.0001 to 0.005, kindly supplied 
by J. Christensen-Dalsgaard. Following PCD99, we derive PL relations by least-
squares fits to the model data. Using the period variable p = logllo + 1.10, we 
obtain for the simple PLR fit: 

Mboi = -2.922p + 2.099, (1) 

with intrinsic scatter a = ±0.174 mag. Using also t = logTefj — 3.875 and 
/ = [Fe/H] + 1.40, the full PLCZR becomes: 

Mbol = -3.765p + 2.138-12.224* - 0 . 1 1 4 / , (2) 

with intrinsic scatter a = ±0.021 mag. Thus the introduction of colour and 
metallicity terms improves the intrinsic scatter in the fitting formula by a fac
tor of more than eight. The intrinsic scatter gives an estimate of the accuracy 
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of a derived M^oi which will be obtained from one star with very accurate ob
servational data. Therefore application of PLCZR rather than PLR gives the 
possibility of very accurate determinations of M^oi- The price to pay is that we 
now need to know the effective temperature to a high accuracy and also a good 
estimate of the metallicity. 

For distance determinations the mode identification is important. P01 select 
five stars as first overtone variables (lOT in the following) and consider the 
other stars as fundamental mode (F) oscillators. We select ten lOT variables, 
in addition to those given by P01 also # 22, 26, 32, 33 and 42. This choice is 
justified by means of the PLCZR (see below). 

Using standard methods to compare the observed periods and F-data with 
the simple PLR, our estimate for the apparent distance modulus becomes (m — 
M)v = 14.03 ±0.21, where by far the largest contribution to the standard error 
arises from the intrinsic scatter in the theoretical PLR (±0.17). P01 based their 
distance estimate on the Hipparcos data for the proto-type variable SX Phe 
itself, and obtained (m — M)y — 13.86 ± 0.25 mag. The difference of 0.17 mag 
between these two estimates based on precisely the same observations, but using 
different methodologies, is less than the ler errors. 

With [Fe/H] = -1.81 for M55 our PLCZR Eq. (2) can be written 

Mboi -ct = -3.765 log n 0 - 1.957 (3) 

with ct = -12.24 (log Teg - 3.875). The critical quantity here is logTeff, which 
we determine for each observed SX Phe star from (B — V). Then we can calculate 
Mboi — ct and compare the sample of SX Phe stars in M55 with Eq. (3). We 
obtain the best solution by selection of ten of the stars as first overtone variables 
(while P01 selected five), and determine from the PLCZR: (m — M)v = 13.55 ± 
0.13 mag. Here the uncertainty arises from the uncertain observational data, 
while the contribution from the intrinsic scatter of the PLCZR is negligible 
(±0.02 mag). 

The difference between this estimate and the value 13.86 mag of P01 is just 
within the la errors. But the difference of 0.48 mag between this value and the 
result 14.03 mag from the simple PLR is larger than expected, because both 
estimates are based on the same observational data and (in the end) also on the 
same theoretical models. A probable explanation is a small systematic error in 
our derived values of logTeg-. 

Ideally, the stars should be located on two parallel lines in the (log IIo, M^i — 
ct) diagram corresponding to F and lOT oscillators. With sufficiently accurate 
observations we should find a scatter of only ±0.02 mag around the theoreti
cal lines. Clearly this method with accurate data could give a much safer mode 
identification from such PLCZ diagrams than earlier applications of PL diagrams 
have provided. 
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It is Richard Townsend's first participation to a pulsation conference. Evidently, 
it made him very very hungry. 
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